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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The research reported herein represents a continuation of an 

earlier study, reference 1, which investigated the wind resistance of 

roofing shingles. The earlier study for Owens-Corning Fiberglas 

Corporation (OCF) had three objectives: 1) to review the published 

literature to determine what work had been performed which would be 

useful in determining wind resistance of shingles and in identifying 

failure mechanisms, 2) to develop a testing procedure which would 

provide an improved differentiation of shingle resistance to wind damage 

and 3) to recommend research which would provide further understanding 

of wind failure mechanisms to aid in product development. 

The current study continued investigation into the mechanism of 

wind failure to exploit findings from the first study. In reference 1, 

a mechanism for shingle uplift was hypothesized. Separated flow over a 

shingle provided negative (uplift) pressure on the top of a shingle 

which, when of sufficient magnitude, could overcome the weight of the 

shingle and start the uplift process. The detailed features of the 

mechanism and its quantitative evaluation could not be determined from 

the results of the first study. 

The uplift hypothesis of reference 1 left a significant factor open 

to question. Separated flow regions over residential roofs are quite 

common and would be expected to cover an area ranging from several 

shingles to an entire roof. While pressures acting on the top side of 

shingles within at least some parts of a large separated flow are often 

sufficient in magnitude to overcome the shingle weight, it was not clear 

that this uplift pressure was the primary failure mechanism. If the 

pressure on the under side of the shingle can vent rapidly, then the net 
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uplift pressure across the shingle will be small. An experiment was 

designed for the current study to test the ability of a pressure change 

above a shingle to cause a pressure differential across the shingle. 

The anticipated result was that a pressure change alone would be 

insufficient to cause shingle uplift. 

The flow separation can have a local manifestation, shown in 

Figure 1, which has the potential for sufficient pressure differential 

across the shingle to cause uplift. Local flow separation over the top 

of the shingle causes negative, or uplift, pressures on the top of the 

shingle. At the same time, a stagnation region forms on the front edge 

of the shingle which causes positive pressures (acting toward the 

shingle surface) in that region. The positive pressure feeds under the 

shingle providing a positive pressure acting towards the shingle surface 

from below--a pressure adding to the uplift force on the shingle. 

Investigation of the validity of this hypothesis with quantitative 

measurements was a primary objective of this study. 

A final objective of this current study was to evaluate several 

shingles for wind resistance using the improved technique developed 

during the first study. 

2.0 EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION 

2.1 Wind Tunnel 

The experiments reported herein were conducted in the meteorological 

wind tunnel of the Fluid Dynamics and Diffusion Laboratory at Colorado 

State University. This is the same wind tunnel used for reference 1. 

The wind tunnel is schematically shown in Figure 2. This closed-circuit 

wind tunnel is characterized by a long (100 ft) slightly diverging test 

section. The test section is 6 ft 8 in. wide and 6 ft high at the 
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location of the turntable. The ceiling is adjustable for a longitudinal 

pressure gradient correction. The facility is driven by a 250 Hp 

variable pitch, variable speed propeller with wind speed varying 

continuously from 0.3 mph to 80 mph. Air temperature is variable from 

35°F to 180°F. 

2.2 Flow Simulation 

A shingle deck identical to that used in the previous study, 

reference 1, was installed in the wind tunnel, Figure 3. All tests on 

the shingle deck were made with wind perpendicular to the leading edge 

of the deck. For shingle wind resistance tests, shingles were mounted 

as in reference 1. For pressure measurements, all shingles except the 

center one in the third course from the bottom were stapled down. The 

unstapled shingle was the metric unit. 

For some experiments, a gust generator was installed upwind of the 

shingle deck as shown in Figure 3. The gust generator was 19.5 in. long 

in the flow direction and 1.75 in. wide at its center pivot point. The 

gust generator blade spanned the width of the wind tunnel and was 

supported at the walls to permit rotation. The blade angle was adjusted 

by hand from outside the wind tunnel by means of a crank arm. The usual 

mode of operation was to continuously adjust the blade position, 

although some portions of individual runs used a constant angular 

position of the gust generator. 

Neutral atmospheric flow was simulated as in the earlier study in 

the wind tunnel with a smooth floor. The approach flow characteristics 

were measured 15 in. upwind of the shingle deck at profile location B in 

Figure 3. A profile was also measured at location E. Vertical profiles 

of the mean wind speed and local turbulence intensity are shown 
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in Figure 4. The turbulence intensity is defined as the root-mean-

square of the longitudinal wind velocity fluctuations about the mean 

divided by the local mean velocity. A boundary layer about 20 in. in 

thickness developing over the wind-tunnel floor is evident. A boundary 

layer on the deck was about 1 in. thick at the metric shingle location. 

The local velocity near the metric collector was measured 1 inch 

above the deck at the edge of the local boundary layer developing over 

the deck. The reference wind speed was monitored in the uniform flow 

region at a height of 50 in. for the pressure measurements on the 

shingles (see Figure 3). The reference wind speed was essentially the 

same as the local wind speed when the gust generator was inactive. 

The technique for controlling the air temperature in the wind 

tunnel is described in detail in Section 3 of the preceding report, 

reference 1. 

A photograph of the test installation is shown in Figure 5. 

2.3 Flow Measurement 

The mean wind speed and the local turbulence intensity profiles 

presented in Section 2.2 were measured using a single hot film probe in 

conjunction with a constant temperature anemometer (TSI Inc. Model 

1050). The hot film probe consisted of a 0. 001 in. diameter platinum 

sensing element 0.02 in. in length. The probe was carried by a vertical 

traverse to measure the local wind speed and turbulence intensity at 

different heights above the wind-tunnel floor. The data were sampled 

for 32 seconds at a rate of 260 samples per second. The output from the 

hot wire anemometer was fed to a data acquisition system consisting of a 

Hewlett-Packard System 1000 minicomputer and a Preston scientific 

analog-to-digital converter. 

using appropriate software. 

The data were then analyzed and stored 
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In addition, the same hot film anemometer was used to measure the 

approach wind speed 1 in. above the shingle surface for several time 

series wind-tunnel runs. The location of the probe is indicated in 

Figures 1 and 6. The data for these runs were obtained at a rate of 512 

samples per second. 

Calibration of the hot wire anemometer was made by comparing output 

to the reference pitot-static probe in the wind tunnel for a number of 

wind speeds. The calibration data were fitted to a variable exponent 

King's Law relationship of the form 

E2 = A + BUc 

where E is the mean hot wire output voltage, U is the mean wind 

speed, and A, B, and C are constants determined by data fitting. The 

root-mean-square speed of the fluctuating wind 

from 

u rms 

2EE rms 

BCUc- 1 

u rms was determined 

(1) 

in which E is the root-mean-square output voltage from the rms 

anemometer. 

2.4 Pressure Measurement 

Pressure data were obtained at fifty positions on the flexible 

metric shingle surface and on the deck. Tap locations are illustrated 

in Figure 6. The pressure taps were connected individually by 1/16 in. 

I. D. plastic tubings to four pressure transducers through a pressure 

switch. Pressure tubes connecting to the top and bottom sides of the 

metric shingle used 8 in. lengths of 0.02 in I.D. tubing at the shingle 

connection to reduce flow disturbances. The plastic tubings were short 

enough so that the pressure response of the data collection 
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apparatus was adequate to record pressure fluctuations. Only mean 

pressures are of interest for this study. 

instrumented shingle are shown in Figure 5. 

Photographs of the 

A pressure switch transmitted the pressure to transducers without 

attenuation from four locations on the shingle at a time. Sequential 

operation of the switch permitted measurement at all fifty positions. 

The switch was operated by a computer-controlled solenoid drive. The 

pressure transducers used were Setra differential pressure transducers 

Model 237 with a 0.10 psid range. The reference side of the pressure 

transducer was connected by the plastic tubing to the static side of the 

Pitot-static tube mounted above the shingle model in the wind tunnel. 

By doing so, the reference pressure was automatically set to the static 

pressure of the ambient flow in the wind tunnel. 

For the wind-tunnel tests in a steady flow, the pressure data were 

sampled at a rate of 260 samples per second for 16 seconds. A sample 

rate of 512 samples per second was used for the time series wind-tunnel 

tests with gusting and with local velocity measurement to assure that 

all significant information was obtained from the pressure output. 

2.5 Test Program 

The test program consisted of 38 tests identified in Appendix 1. 

The 38 tests consisted of 177 individual data runs. Tests 1-15, 24-29 

and 36 were tests of shingles instrumented for pressure distribution. 

All of these tests included steady pressure data at 50 taps for several 

wind speeds and time series data on 6 taps for a few wind speeds. Most 

of these runs were videotaped and some had gusting action. Configu

ration designations were for run identification. Additional details of 

runs are given on pages following the summary page in Appendix 1. 
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Tests 16-23 were wind resistance tests similar to those performed 

in reference 1 with gusting included. Videotapes were made. Tests 

30-35 were similar to those performed in reference 1 without gusting. 

These runs were also videotaped. 

Tests 37 and 38 were suction tests intended to determine how 

rapidly pressure would vent under a shingle with a sudden negative 

change in pressure over the shingle. A box connected to a suction 

system was adhered to the shingle deck over the metric shingle with 

silicone sealant. Three pressure taps were monitored (one under and two 

on top of the shingle) while a sudden decrease in pressure was applied. 

One run (#37) was made on the deck as prepared for pressure tests. A 

second run (//38) was made with all adjacent shingle cracks (and the 

junction between shingles and deck at the edge of the deck) sealed with 

silicone sealant. 

3.0 RESULTS 

3.1 Pressure Distributions 

For each of the pressure taps, the data record was analyzed to 

obtain four separate pressure coefficients. The first is the mean 

pressure coefficient 

c = (2) 

pmean 

where C is the nondimensional pressure coefficient, p is the 
p 

fluctuating pressure at the tap location, p is the air density, p 
r 

and UR are the reference static pressure and velocity in the approach 

flow. C represents the mean of the instantaneous pressure dif
pmean 

ference between the shingle pressure tap and the static pressure in the 

wind tunnel above the deck, nondimensionalized by the dynamic pressure 
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0.5 p UR 
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at the reference velocity position. This relationship produces a 

dimensionless coefficient which indicates that the mean pressure 

difference between shingle surface and ambient wind at a given point on 

the deck is some fraction less or some fraction greater than the 

undisturbed wind dynamic pressure in the approaching wind. 

The magnitude of the fluctuating pressure is obtained by the rms 

pressure coefficient 

c 
Prms 

(3) 

in which the numerator is the root-mean-square of the instantaneous 

pressure difference about the mean. 

If the pressure fluctuations followed a Gaussian probability 

distribution, no additional data would be required to predict the fre-

quency with which any given pressure level would be observed. However, 

the pressure fluctuations do not, in general, follow a Gaussian prob-

ability distribution so that additional information is required to show 

the extreme values of fluctuating pressure expected. The peak maximum 

and peak minimum pressure coefficients are used to determine these 

values: 

c 
(p-pR)max 

= 
Pmax 2 

0.5 p UR 
(4) 

c = 
(p-pR)min 

Pmin 2 
0.5 p UR 

The values of p-pR which were digitized at 260 samples per second for 

16 seconds, were examined individually by the computer to obtain the 
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most positive and most negative values during the 16-second period. 

These were converted to C and C by nondimensionalizing with 
pmax pmin 

the free stream dynamic pressure. 

The four pressure coefficients were calculated by the on-line data 

acquisition system computer and tabulated. Pressure coefficients for 

all tests are listed in Appendix 2. Run labels in Appendix 2 refer to 

test conditions identified in Appendix 1. 

Distributions of the four C coefficients at the 50 tap locations 
p 

are shown plotted in Figure 7 for Test 2 (shingle 2-75-HVY-2) for 25, 30 

and 35 mph approach velocities with no gust generator. Distributions 

of C for other shingles are presented in Appendix 3. Several comments 
p 

can be made. The differences between C and are relatively 

small so that the variation in 

load determination. Thus all 

Pmax 
C is most significant in shingle 

pmean 
further discussion of C refers to 

p 

C and the subscript is dropped from the coefficient. 
pmean 

The variation in C from tap to tap follows a characteristic 
pmean 

pattern which is consistent with the flow model presented in Figure I. 

For a 25 mph wind prior to shingle uplift, positive surface pressures 

are found just upwind of the shingle step and negative pressures are 

found just downwind of the shingle step. A gradual transition from 

negative to positive is found as position advances downwind from the 

negative pressure at one shingle step toward the positive pressure in 

front of the next step. Pressures underneath a shingle are positive 

providing additional uplift. 

The pressure distribution for 30 mph in Figure 7 shows clearly that 

the flexible metric collector has been lifted by the wind creating 

strong positive pressures on the windward side and strong negative 
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pressures on the leeward side. These pressures add to hold the shingle 

up. Because the coefficients are larger when the shingle is raised, the 

pressures are larger. Thus the shingle will remain up once the wind has 

pulled it up as long as the wind speed remains constant. The influence 

of the raised shingle on adjacent shingles is significant as can be 

observed from taps 18-23. A large uplift pressure is created in the 

region of tap 23. 

At 40 mph, the qualitative behavior of the pressure coefficients in 

Figure 7 remains the same as at 30 mph although the precise magnitudes 

differ. 

Figure 8 shows a more detailed distribution of mean c 
p 

across two 

courses of shingles as a function of position on the shingle for three 

wind velocities. The coefficient distributions are similar at the two 

lower wind speeds, but differ at the higher wind speed where the metric 

shingle has flexed up. 

Figure 9 shows the variation of mean pressure coefficients at six 

pressure taps on nailed shingles not free to flex as a function of 

approach wind speed. The pressure coefficient values are approximately 

constant with wind speed up to 30 mph at which velocity the adjacent 

flexible shingle raises up disturbing the flow and hence the pressure 

coefficients on these adjacent shingles. The implication of the 

constant value of C up to the velocity where the flexible shingle 
p 

moves is that the local flow over each shingle is Reynolds number 

independent. Thus, these coefficients can be applied in otker situ-

ations, including full-scale situations if an appropriate reference wind 

speed is selected. 
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3.2 Pressure Differential 

Pressure differentials across the flexible roofing shingles were 

obtained to analyze shingle uplift forces. The local mean pressure 

differential was given by 

ac = c 
P P top 

c 
p bottom 

(5) 

surface surface 

The 6C values yield an actual pressure differential 6p when 
p 

multiplied by the corresponding reference dynamic pressure. 

where 

or, 

6p = 6CpqR 

2 
qR = 0.5pUR 

6p(psf) ~ 0.00206 UR
2

ACP 

Thus, 

(6) 

(7) 

at an elevation of approximately 5000 ft, where UR in the above 

equation has units of mph. 

In the wind-tunnel test data presented herein, five pairs of 

pressure taps were used on the top and bottom surfaces of the flexible 

shingles in order to determine pressure differentials. The selected 

pressure taps were 

top surface 

bottom surface 

distance from the 
front edge of the 
shingle (in.) 

tap number (see Figure 6) 

35 36 37 38 39 

41 42 43 44 45 

0.1 1 2.5 4 5 

The analysis of pressure differential was only applied to the flexible 

shingles which were the third course on the deck and not to the fixed 

shingles. 
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The variation of l:lC with position on a shingle is shown in p 

Figure 10 for a variety of shingles at 75°F and 35°F at one wind 

velocity below the speed where uplift occurs. While scatter is evident 

in the data, due probably to the slightly different geometry of each 

shingle and the way it lies on the deck, the overall trend of the data 

is similar. This figure shows that, prior to uplift, the wind load on a 

shingle is largest at the outer edge. The data in this figure will be 

of significant use in application to full-scale structures. 

The variation of pressure difference coefficient with wind speed is 

shown in Figure 11 for eight shingles, four at 75°F and four at 35°F. 

Difference coefficients are essentially constant before uplift and vary 

with shingle geometry after uplift. Shingles at high wind speeds at 

75°F tend to have less pressure across the shingle than do the same 

shingle type at 35°F. The reason is that at 75°F the shingles will bend 

completely over while the more rigid shingle at 35°F was still sticking 

straight up into the wind. Figure 11 gives some indication of repeat-

ability of data, since the figure includes data on two different 

experiments on the same shingle type under the same conditions. Some of 

the variation can probably be attributed to the pressure tap installa-

tion since small changes in geometry about the tap (especially near the 

front edge) can cause changes in pressure reading. However, it is 

likely that most of the variation in l:lC values can be attributed to 
p 

changes in physical geometry of the shingles themselves. The step 

height at each shingle edge is a primary (if not the primary) deter-

mination of /lC . There was a visible variability in the step height 
p 

from one shingle deck to the next even though care was taken to ensure 

that the decks were manufactured in the same way. Variability in step 
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height in field applications may be even greater. (After a period of 

time, the shingles in the field applications may "relax" providing a 

more uniform step height.) 

The actual pressure differences in psf across a variety of shingles 

at 75°F and 35°F are shown in Figures 12 to 16. The measured shingle 

weight in psf is also shown for comparison. The shingle weights were 

not adjusted for deck angle (a 5 percent factor) to account for the fact 

that gravity load acts vertically downward while wind pressure forces 

act perpendicular to the deck. In general, the uplift pressure on the 

shingle had exceeded the shingle weight at the outer edge of the shingle 

by 25-30 mph while shingle uplift did not occur until 30-35 mph when 

uplift exceeded weight over a larger area of the shingle. Because the 

local velocity was equal to the reference approach velocity in these 

tests, these velocities refer, in a full-scale building, to local wind 

velocities over a building roof and not to wind speeds approaching the 

building. 

One data set in Figure 16 refers to a "tapered" organic shingle. 

This shingle was modified in shape by filing the leading edge corner to 

reduce the severity of the step. If the mechanism for shingle uplift is 

as described herein, then tapering the front edge should decrease the 

uplift pressure as compared to other untapered shingles. Figure 16 

indicates that tapering did not reduce uplift. Three possible reasons 

are evident. Tapering may not have been sufficient, pressure tap tubes 

may have extended above the shingle surface in the tapered region giving 

a false reading, and the shingle may have been installed with a larger 

than average gap from leading edge to the shingle below creating an 
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effective step of similar magnitude to other tested shingles. This 

single test of a tapered shingle should not receive too much weight. 

Figure 17 shows pressure differences across several shingles. These 

data were obtained by multiplication of the coefficients of Figure 10 by 

the appropriate for each shingle test. This summary graph shows 

how actual pressures varied across the shingle for the cited shingles in 

the wind-tunnel test as it was run. 

3.3 Prediction of C from Local Velocity Measurements 

Consider the fluid flow along a streamline A-A' in Figure 1. 

Although the flow is turbulent, we may consider tlie streamline of the 

mean flow. We also consider the flow to be incompressible. If we 

neglect viscous diffusion terms in the equation of motion, then the 

equation reduces along the streamline to 

q + p = constant (8) 

where q = 1/2 pU2 , p is the air density and U is the velocity at the 

point of interest. This equation is known as Bernoulli's equation in 

which fluid gravitational forces have been neglected. 

If the local velocity measurement position (see Figure 1) is 

sufficiently close to streamline A-A', then the velocity at the local 

velocity position (measured by a hot film anemometer in the experiment) 

will be representative of that on the streamline. While this approxi

mation is not correct due to a local boundary layer between the velocity 

measurement and near-surface streamline, the method developed here to 

predict variations in local surface pressure coefficients from measured 

variations in local wind speed accounts for that difference in calibra

tion of the method. It is only required that the ratio of the velocity 

at some point on A-A' to the local velocity measured by hot film 
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anemometer be constant. We also assume that the pressure p on the 

streamline A-A' is representative of the surface pressure (to at least a 

constant of proportionality). 

The pressure p on the streamline is related to the surface 

pressure coefficient by 

c 
p 

(9) 

where is the static pressure at an upwind reference location not 

affected by the shingle deck or gust generator in the wind tunnel as 

described earlier and is the dynamic pressure at that reference 

location. Substituting (9) into (8) gives 

q + PR + qR Cp = constant 

since PR is constant 

q + qR cP = constant = C (10) 

The constant C can be evaluated by inserting baseline values of q 

and c for one time instant when both q and c are known (call 
p p 

them qB' c for Baseline values): 
PB 

c = q + B qR C 
PB 

(11) 

Inserting (11) into (10) for c and solving for c : p 

c c 
qB g_ (12) = +--

p PB qR qR 

Equation (12) allows the calculation of an estimate for the surface 

pressure coefficient at any time based on the constant values of 

and valid at one point in time, on the constant value of approach 

wind qR, and on the local value of q at the time instant for which 

C is desired. 
p 
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Equation (12) was used to calculate expected values of c 
p 

as a 

function of time for several data runs with the gust generator opera-

tional. Data recorded during two runs are shown in Figures 18 and 20. 

The computed C values are compared to the actual measured value 
p 

of C in Figures 19 and 21. 
p 

The agreement is quite good except when the local velocity position 

recorded short-duration gusts (a few hundredths of a second) with magni-

tude greater than the baseline velocity (the no-gust velocity). It is 

posible that when this situation arises, the size of the gust is not 

sufficiently large to permit establishment of an equilibrium flow 

locally so that the ratio of streamline velocity to local velocity is 

not the same value as during baseline conditions. There is significant 

question as to whether very short-duration gusts of this type are found 

in a full-scale situation. In other words, the gusting action may not 

have been realistic for these short-duration gusts. 

3.4 Blow-up Tests 

Pressures were recorded on the metric shingle after lift-up to 

permit determination of wind pressures acting on a shingle after lift-

up. During lift-up, videotape records (augmented by slide photographs) 

of the shingle positions were made. A l/2-inch wire grid immediately 

behind the shingle (as viewed by the camera) permitted the deflected 

shape of the shingle to be picked off the photographic record. This 

data will permit shingle stiffness properties to be evaluated. 

Reduction of that data is not contained in this report. 

3.5 Suction Test 

A test was performed to determine the ability of a pressure change 

above a shingle, in the absence of wind flow, to provide a pressure 
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difference across the shingle. The purpose of this test was to 

determine whether or not negative pressures on a roof associated with 

large-area separated zones could cause a significant pressure differen

tial across a shingle. A sealed box with one side open was attached to 

the shingle deck with silicone sealant. The box had dimensions of 

10 in. x 14 in. x 2 in. high. The box was connected to a large volume 

vacuum source through a solenoid-activated valve. Three pressure taps 

were installed--one under the flexible shingle and two on the adjacent 

shingle upper surface. The valves were activated during the data run 

producing a step function pressure change in the box over the shingle. 

Tests 37 and 38 were devoted to those tests. 

Figures 22 and 23 show the results of two data runs. The locations 

of the three pressure taps are shown on the figures. Both data runs 

used a 10 psf suction in the large vacuum chamber. In Figure 22, the 

deck was as constructed for wind-tunnel tests. In Figure 23, all cracks 

between shingles were sealed with silicone and the junctions between 

shingles and deck were also sealed. 

The results of Figures 22 and 23 are quite similar. Neither shingle 

configuration permitted the full 10 psf of suction to be developed. A 

maximum of 1.5 psf and 3 psf could be developed. The implication of 

this is that the shingles overlying one another are quite porous. 

Sufficient air was supplied from under the shingles to quickly destroy 

any pressure differential. The fact that the tap under the shingle 

closely tracked the taps on top of the shingle (except during the 

unrealistically fast pressure rise time) means that uplift loads on 

shingles cannot be attributed to pressure changes over a roof. 
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4.0 DISCUSSION 

4.1 Implications for Product Development 

The experiments described herein provided quantitative measurements 

of wind pressures on both sides of a variety of shingles before and 

after uplift. Also measured were the deflected positions of the up-

lifted shingles. This data can be used to determine effective stiffness 

properties of the tested shingles at 75°F and 35°F. Comparison of 

mechanical properties of tested shingles with properties of products 

under development, using the wind loading data of this report, should 

permit determination of superior products from a wind resistance 

standpoint prior to wind-tunnel or prototype testing. 

Changes in physical characteristics of proposed shingles could 

require additional wind-tunnel testing to obtain new !lC 
p 

values for 

use in calculating uplift pressures. The values of C before shingle 
p 

uplift are functions of shingle geometry: height of step at the edge of 

a tab and distance from one upwind tab edge to the step in question 

(5 inches for shingles tested here). Thus a change in shingle geometry 

should be tested to obtain new values of /lC . 
p 

4.2 Implications for Prediction of Damage Potential 

The data obtained herein are valuable for product development as 

described above. However, relative performance between two shingles is 

not sufficient to determine the absolute level of performance--that is, 

the risk of failure per year for a shingle on a particular roof in a 

given city. In order to evaluate failure risk, we need sufficient 

information on shingle loads to relate uplift pressures to local 

climatic data. 
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Information developed within this study has shown that, for the 

shingle geometry studied, the uplift pressure can be predicted if the 

velocity over the roof just above the shingle is known. The writers of 

this report are unaware of any study in which wind velocities just above 

a roof were measured. At the same time, this study has shown that 

shingle uplift pressures are not correlated to wind pressure distribu

tions over a roof. Thus, the information available in the literature 

reporting roof wind pressures is not useful in predicting shingle uplift 

pressures. 

The lack of quantitative measurements correlating wind velocity 

near a roof surface to the approaching wind speed prevents a quanti

tative evaluation of failure risk. What qualitative information exists 

indicates that local wind velocities above a roof, and hence uplift 

shingle pressures, may be maximum near eaves and ridge lines. 

5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Conclusions 

Three types of data were collected during this investigation: 1) 

shingle wind resistance tests using the improved testing procedure 

developed in an earlier study, 2) static pressure change tests to 

evaluate the ability of the pressure on the bottom side of a shingle to 

adjust to the pressure on the top side for a pressure change without 

wind velocity over the shingle, and 3) measurements of fluctuating 

pressure on the bottom and top sides of a shingle with wind flow over 

the shingle to determine quantitative uplift on the shingle. 

Conclusions concerning these three tests can be summarized as 

follows: 
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Test 1 - The improved wind resistance test procedure was able to 

differentiate between shingles whose varied properties would indicate 

that they might have different wind resistance. 

Test 2 - Static pressure changes alone are insufficient to cause 

shingle uplift. A pressure change on the top of the shingle is 

reflected on the bottom surface almost instantaneously. Thus, infor

mation available in the literature which gives uplift pressures on 

building roofs cannot be used to determine uplift pressures or failure 

potential of shingles. 

Test 3 a) Wind velocity acting locally over a shingle can 

produce a negative pressure separation zone on the top and a positive 

pressure stagnation zone on the bottom resulting in a net uplift pres

sure. When this local velocity is sufficiently large, the net uplift 

pressure can overcome the shingle weight and lift the shingle off the 

roof. This mechanism appears to be the dominant factor in shingle 

failure due to wind. b) Quantitative measurements of pressure across 

shingles were obtained before and after the shingle was lifted by wind 

action. Uplift net pressures were largest at the outer edge of the 

shingle reaching values of 1 to 3 psf at the outer edge and 0.5 to 1 psf 

farther in before shingle uplift. (Shingle weight was about 1 psf.) 

c) Uplift pressures in a simulated wind without artificial gusting 

could be predicted through local pressure coefficients and the local 

wind speed near the shingle surface. With artificial gusting applied 

from an oscillating airfoil upwind, uplift pressures could be predicted 

by the same method when the rate of change of velocity above the 

shingles was not extreme. Uplift pressure could not always be related 

directly to local wind speed above the shingle in the presence of 
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rapidly changing velocity. In these cases, this is probably due to a 

gust simulation which was not realistic. 

5.2 Recommendations 

On the basis of information developed during two wind-tunnel 

studies which have been performed to investigate wind resistance of 

shingles, several recommendations can be made. These recommendations 

are directed toward gathering additional information needed to provide a 

risk assessment for shingles in typical field service. 

1. Additional wind-tunnel tests on shingles instrumented to 

obtain pressures on top and bottom sides would provide the following 

information: 

a) Uplift pressures are needed on shingles as a function of 

local wind speed above the shingle and local flow angle 

to the shingle course. Previous tests examined just one 

wind direction perpendicular to the shingle course. 

Winds on roofs often occur at directions other than 

perpendicular to shingle courses. 

b) Additional gust tests are needed to define how rapidly 

the local velocity above a shingle can change and still 

preserve the Bernoulli equation prediction of uplift 

pressure. 

c) Developmental tests on modified shapes of shingles might 

lead to improved wind resistance. This test should be 

undertaken only if shingles with potentially improved 

aerodynamic shapes appear to be commercially producible. 

2. Velocity measurements near the surface of building roofs in a 

variety of surroundings are needed to determine the failure risk of 

shingles on various portions of a roof. These tests can be performed on 
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small-scale models placed in a simulated atmospheric boundary layer in a 

wind tunnel. Geometrical modifications to buildings to decrease shingle 

vulnerability can also be developed during these tests. 

3. The tests outlined in (1) and (2) above should enable an 

assessment of shingle failure risk in field installations. Instrumented 

shingles with appropriate velocity measurements in a full-scale 

situation may be desirable to confirm failure risk assessed by wind

tunnel measurements. 
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Figure Sa. Photograph of Test Installation 
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Figure Sb. Photographs of Test Installation 
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Figure Sc. Photographs of Test Installation 
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Figure Sd. Photographs of Test Installation 
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APPENDIX 1 

TEST PROGRAM 
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APPENDIX 1 
TEST PROGIAM* 

Test Air Teat Label Configu- Teating wt/ft2 

Nuaber Temperature ration (psf) 
(0) 

1 75 1-75-BVY-1 c Pressure & Scol** 0.976 
2 75 2-75-HVY-2 D Pressure & Scol 1.003 
3 75 3-75-BVY-3 E Pressure & Scol 

4 75 4-75-LT-1 F Pressure & Scol 0.777 
5 75 5-75-LT-2 G Pressure & Scol 0.770 
6 75 6-75-LT-3 H Pressure & Scol 

7 75 6-75-LT-3 I Pressure & Scol w/gusting 
w/gusting 

8 75 7-75-LT-4 J Pressure & Scol v/gusting 
9 75 7-75-LT-4 K Pressure & Scol w/guating 

10 75 8-75-HVY-GUST L Pressure & Scol w/gusting 0.976 
11 75 9-75-0RG-GUST M Pressure & Sco1 v/gusting 0.947 

12 35 10-35-LT-GUST N Pressure & Scol w/gusting 0.853 
13 35 10-35-LT-GUST 0 Pressure ' Scol w/gusting 

14 35 11-35-HVY-GUST p Pressure & Scol v/gusting 0.922 
15 35 12-35-0RG-GUST Q Pressure & Sco1 v/gusting 

16 35 -35-VMA-GUST Videotape shingle action 
17 35 -35-L92-GUST v/gusting 
18 35 -35-JAX STD-GUST 
19 35 13-35-NOM-GUST 
20 35 14-35-DEM IMP-GUST 
21 35 15-35-XLT-GUST 
22 35 16-35-CBAP-GUST 
23 35 17-35-GIAS-GUST 

24 35 18-35-HVY-1 I Pressure & Scol 1.003 
25 35 19-35-HVY-2 s Pressure & Scol 1.003 

26 35 20-35-LT-1 T Pressure & Scol 0.841 
27 35 21-35-LT-2 u Pressure & Scol 0.766 

28 35 22-35-0RG-1 v Pressure & Scol 
29 35 23-35-0RG-2 w Pre a sure & Scol 

30 35 24-35-VMA-1 Videotape shingle action 
31 35 25-35-VMA-2 
32 35 26-35-L92-1 
33 35 27-35-L92-2 
34 35 28-35-GLASS-1 
35 35 29-35-CBAPP-1 
36 35 29-35-0RG-Tapered X Preasure & Scol 

edge 
37 unsealed Suction 
38 sealed Suction 

* See Section 2.5 for comments 
** "Pressure" indicates steady state presaures at tapa 1-50 "Scol" indicate• 

time series recorda for taps 35,41,44 or 34, 38, 46 
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HIAVY WEIGHT SHINGLE TESTING AT 75° F 

Test 1. 1-75-HVY-1, Videotape numbers 2 and 3, Configuration C, Datatape #1 

!lJ! Pressure File Name SCOL Run I 

15 015 C01502 32-2, 33-3l Videotape #1 
20 020 C02002 34-2, 35-3 
25 025 C02502 36-2, 37-3 
30 030 C03002 38-2, 39-3 
35 035 C03502 40-2, 41-31 Videotape #2 
40 040 C04002 42-2, 43-3 
50 050 C05002 
60 060 C06002 
JO 070 C07002 

Teat 2. 2-75-HVY-2, Videotape number 4, Configuration D, Data tape #1 

25 025 002502 44-2, 45-3 
30 030 D03002 46-2, 47-3 
35 035 003502 48-2, 49-3 
40 040 004002 
50 050 005002 
60 060 D06002 

Teat 3. 3-75-HVY-3, Videotape number 5, Configuration E, Datatape #1 

25 025 E02502 52-2, 53-3 
30 030 !03002 54-2, 55-3 

Tap #9 blocked 
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LIGHT WEIGHT SHINGLES TESTING AT 75° F 

Test 4. 4-75-LT-1, Videotape number 6, Configuration F, Data tape #1 

MPH Pres~ File Name SCOL Run # 

20 020 F02002 57-2, 58-3 
25 025 F02502 59-2, 60-3 
30 030 F03002 61-2, 62-3 
40 040 F04002 
50 050 F05002 
60 060 F06002 

Test 5. 5-75-LT-2, Videotape number 7, Configuration G, Data tape 12 

25 025 G02502 64-2, 65-3 
30 030 G03002 66-2, 67-3 
40 040 G04002 

Tap #34 leaked 

Test 6. 6-75-LT-3, Videotape number 7, Configuration H, Datatape #2 

25 025 H02502 68-2, 69-3 
30 70-2, 71-3 

Tap #9 blocked 
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75° F SHINGLE TESTING WITH GUSTING 

Test 7. 6-75-LT-3, Videotape number 7-8, Configuration I, Datatapes #2 
Tab was sealed down - videotaped 

WJI 

30 
40 

Tab uplift, gusting, smoke 

Pressure 

030 
040 

File Name 

I03002 
104002 

SCOL Run I 

73-2, 74-3 
75-2, 76-3 - (10/20) 

Pressure taken with gusting blade horizontal. SCOL run 73-2 taken 
at 20 sec. of steady blade and 10 sec. of moving guster (20/10). 
SCOL run 74-3 taken at 10 sec. of stable blade, 20 sec. of moving 
guster (10/20) 

Test 8. 7-75-LT-4, Videotape number 8, Configuration J, Datatape #2 

30 030 J03002 77-2, 78-3 (5/10/15) 

Scol taken with gusting blade horizontal for 5 sec., 10 sec. at 
fixed angle, 15 sec. of guating (5/10/15) 

Teat 9. 7-75-LT-4, Videotape number 8, Configuration K, Datatape #3 
Tab sealed down 

30 
40 

030 
040 

103002 
JC04002* 

80-2, 81-3}<5/10/15) 
82-2, 83-3 

Test 10. 8-75-HVY-GUST, Videotape number 8, Configuration L, Datatape #3 
SCOL only 

30 
40 

84-2, 85-3, 86-3 (5/10/15) 
87-2, gusting-uplift-guating 
88-3, gusting-uplift-gusting 

Teat 11. 9-75-0RG-GUST, Videotape number 8, Configuration M, Datatape #3 
SCOL only 

30 
40 
50 

*Data Lost 

89-2, 90-3 (5/10/15) 
91-2, 92-3 (5/10/15) 
Simple gusting-video only 
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35° F SHINGLE TESTiftG WITH GUSTING 

Test 12. 10-35-LT-GUST, Videotape number 8, Configuration N, Datatape #3 

MPH 

30 
40 

50 

Pre a sure 

130 

File Name 

Nl3002* 

SCOL Run I 

93-2, 94-3 (5/10/15) 
95-2, uplift and guat 
96-3, uplift and guat 
video only 

Teat 13. 10-35-LT-GUST, sealed tab, Videotape number 8, Configuration 0, 
Datatape #3 

30 130 013002 97-2, 98-3 (5/10/15) 
40 99-2, 100-3 (10/20) 

Test 14. 11-35-HVY-GUST, Videotape number 8, Configuration P, Datatape #4 
SCOL only 

30 101-2, 102-3 (5/10/15) 
40 103-2, uplift and gust 

104-3, uplift and guat 
50 video only 

Test 15. 10-35-0RG-GUST, Videotape number 8, Configuration Q, Datatape #4 
SCOL only 

30 105-2, 106-3 (5/10/15) 
40 107-2, uplift and gust 

108-3, uplift and guet 
50 video only 

*Data Loet 

(15/15) 
(15/15) 
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VIDEOTAPING VA&IETY OF SRIRGLES AT 35° F 

with gusting 

Teat 16. -35-UMA-GUST } Test 11. -35-L92-GUST Videotape #9 
Test 18. -35-JAX STD-GUST 

Test 19. 13-35-NOM-GUST } Videotape #10 
Test 20. 14-35-DEM IMP-GUST -40 mph 1 min, 50 mph 2 min, 
Test 21. 15-35-XLT-GUST 60 mph 2 min, GUST 

60 mph 2 min 

Test 22. 16-35-CHAP-GUST } Videotape #10 
Test 23. 17-35-GLAS-GUST Gust at 40, 60 mph for 3 

min each 
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HEAVY WEIGHT SHIHGLE TESTIHG AT 3~° F 

Teat 24. 18-35-HUY-1, Videotape number 11, Confiauration R, Datatape #5 

MPH Pre a sure File Hame 8COL Run I 

25 125 R12502 113-2, 114-3 
30 130 113002 115-2, 116-3 
35 135 R13502 117-2, 118-3 
40 140 &14002 119-2, 120-3 
45 145 R14502 122-2, 123-3 
50 150 115002 
60 160 R16002 

Test 2.5. 19-35-HUY-2, Videotape number 11, Configuration S, Data tape #5 

30 130 813002 124-2, 125-3 
35 135 813502 127-2, 128-3 
40 140 S14002 
50 150 815002 
60 160 Sl6002 
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LIGHT WEIGHT SHINGLE TESTING AT 35° F 

Test 26. 20-35-LT-1, Videotape number 11, Configuration T, Datatape #6 

Teat 

MPH 

25 
27 
35 
40 
50 
60 

27. 

20 
25 
30 
40 
50 
60 

Pressure File Name SCOL Run I 

125 T12502 129-2, 130-3 
130 Tl3002 131-2, 132-3 
135 T13502 133-2, 134-3 
140 T14002 
150 T15002 
160 T16002 

21-35-LT-2, Videotape number 11, Configuration U, Data tape #6 

120 U12002 135-2, 136-3 
125 012502 137-2. 138-3 
130 Ul3002 139-2, 140-3 
140 U14002 
150 015002 
160 016002 
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ORG4NIC SHIRGLE TESTING AT 35° F 

Teat 28. 22-35-0RG-1, Videotape numbers 11 and 12, Configuration V, Datatape #6 

MPH Pre a sure File Name SCOL Run # 

20 120 V12002 141-2, 142-3 
25 125 V12502 143-2, 144-3 
30 130 V13002 145-2, 146-3 
35 135 V13502 147-2' 148-3 
40 140 V14002 
50 150 V15002 
60 160 V16002 

Teat 29. 23-35-0RG-1, Videotape number 12, Configuration W, Datatape #6 

25 125 W12502 149-2, 150-3 
30 130 W13002 150-2, 151-3 
35 135 W13502 153-2, 154-3 
40 140 Wl4002 
50 150 W15002 
60 160 W16002 

Teat 36. 30-35-0RG, tapered edge-1, Videotape number 12, Configuration X 

20 120 X12002 158-2, 159-3 
25 125 X12502 160-2, 161-3 
30 130 X13002 162-2, 163-3 
35 135 Xl3502 164-2, 165-3 

Tapa 1, 4 and 9 blocked 
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PREVIOUS P8ASE I SHINGLE TESTING AT 35° F 

videotape only with commentary 

PHASE I TEST 

Time 

Test 30. 
Test 31. 

Test 32. 
Test 33. 

Test 34. 
Test 35. 

01 
OJ 
08 
13 
18 
23 

(min) MPH 

(1) 40 
(2) 50 
(5) 60 
(5) 70 
(5) Stop wind, singe 
(5) commentary 

24-35-VMA-1 } Videotape #13 25-35-VMA-2 

26-35-L92-1 } Videotape #14 27-35-L92-2 

28-35-GLASSLOCK-1} 
29-35-CHAPARRAL-1 Videotape #15 

relaxig 

* The Chaparral Shingles (35) tested at 50 mph for 30 min. 



Teat 37. Unaealed deck 

0.5 PSF @ 3 sec 
2.0 PSF @ 4 sec 
9.0 PSF @ 10 sec 

plot - 9 sec. for 3 aec. 

10 PSF 
10 PSF 

@ :21 sec. 
@ : 6 sec. 

Teat 38. Sealed deck 

10 PSF @ : 6 sec. 
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IUCTIOH TEST 

sco~e Run I 

172 
173 
174 

for Run 174 

175 
176 

177 

} cannot get pure vacuum 
with aetup 

H.G. - not in valve position 
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APPENDIX 2 

PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS 
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